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Minutes of The Littlehampton Academy (TLA) Council meeting, held on Monday 1st April 2019 @ 5pm, at TLA. 

PRESENT: 
TLA Councillors:   Christopher Honeyman Brown (CHB) - Chair 
 Kelly Prior (KP) 
 Becca Jupp (BJ) 
 Kevin Stone (KS) 
 Mark Kinsella (MK) 
 Carlie Wayne (CW) 
 Amanda Brooks (AB) 
 Vicki Race (VR) - Vice Chair, until 7pm 
 Rachel Folley (RF) 
In Attendance: Morgan Thomas (MT) – Principal 
 Bianca Greenhalgh (BG) – Vice Principal, until 6.20pm 
 Katie Ridgway (KR) – Vice Principal 
Minutes by: Sarah Morgan (SM) – Clerk to the Council 
Apologies: Henry Powell (HP) 
 Panagiotis Perysinakis (PP) 
 Emma Barrett-Peel (EBP) 
 Sally Pelham (SP) – WAT Link Trustee 

                                                                 

No. AGENDA ITEM ACTION 

1 Woodard Prayer  
BJ led the meeting in a short prayer.  
 

 

2 Welcome / Opening Remarks  
CHB welcomed everyone to the meeting. 

 
 
 

3 Apologies for Absence 
Apologies had been received from HP, PP and SP. Retrospective apologies were received from 
EBP. CHB informed Councillors that HP’s throat operation had been successful and he was wished 
well for a speedy recovery. 
 

 
 
 

4 Declaration of Interests 
There were no additional conflicts of interest declared by those present. 
 

 
 
 

5 Approval of Minutes of Last Meeting, Matters Arising & Action Points 
The minutes of the meeting held on 4th February 2019 were approved and signed. Actions were 
as follows: 
 

 5 - Committee Chairs to meet - completed 

 5 – Committee Chairs to make one/two comments on Council KPIs & forward to CHB – 

Chairs had met with CHB 

 8 – MK and MT to provide finance questions for CHB to raise at Chair’s meeting - 

completed 

 10 – Councillors to send interaction feedback to SM - ongoing 

 10 – KR to provide Go4Schools parent access data to HP - completed 

 11 – MT and CHB to agree Objectives wording and CHB to circulate – MT finalising. 

CHB to then circulate 
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 11 – Councillors to forward 3 bullet points to CHB by end of February – some 

comments received. CHB to draft a strategic plan with MT and discuss at the next 

meeting (agenda item) 

CHB reported that he had met with William Pecover, Senior WAT Executive who was overseeing 
the Trust’s finances. There was a WAT Chairs’ meeting on Thursday and Chairs would be 
discussing value for money, including the 5.5% top slice taken by the Trust for services. 
 
CHB brought Councillors up-to-date on the progress of the recent support staff job evaluation 
process. This had now been completed and staff had been informed of their revised pay. CHB 
noted that the Trust had received a considerable number of emails from staff who were 
unhappy with the process / outcomes;  a union ballot was pending. An appeal process had been 
formed and CHB would play a role in that. Staff would have interviews with an independent job 
evaluator and CHB would play a role in the moderation of the final decisions. CHB emphasised 
that he would act as independent from WAT and the SLT.  
 
CW was asked for feedback and she stated that she hoped that any serious worries by her 
colleagues would be abated. MT clarified that staff salaries would be protected for over a year. 
He acknowledged that some staff held discreet jobs that may have not been evaluated 
correctly – their job did not quite fit into the description.  
 

 
CHB 
SM 

6 Quality of Teaching Update 
BG presented an update and tabled the latest, correct version of the T & L graph. BG highlighted 
the following: 
 

 83.5% of teachers were ‘on or above’ meaning 16.5% were ‘below or well below’ 

 An evaluation by faculty showed that there were no outstanding teachers in Sports & 
Technology and there was a leadership issue, which was being addressed 

 Perhaps some middle leaders were being too cautious with their data whilst others were 
more generous. Senior leaders were now working more closely with middle leaders 

 The one teacher in red had now left, along with one amber 

 Re-timetabling by an existing colleague in Maths had addressed the gap left by a 
departing member 

 One long-term sick teacher was returning (performed at green/blue) 
 
Q – Regarding focussed support, do we identify short term and medium term goals for the six-
week period, i.e areas requiring immediate impact and areas to be achieved by six weeks? 
A – Yes 
 
Q – Of the 12 teachers underachieving, do five or six have clear potential? 
A – Yes. Some had huge potential including two NQTs who would go on to be outstanding 
 
Q – Were any of the underachieving teachers placed in crucial GCSE classes? 
A – There was one amber in both English and Maths and neither taught in Year 11. They were 
both non-specialists and one was a supply teacher covering years 7, 8 and 9 
 
Q – What impact could supply teachers have on future results? 
A – They were very careful where supply teachers were placed. Only experienced teachers were 
put in front of GCSE classes. KR reminded Councillors that supply was still needed due to staffing 
shortages (a national issue) 
 
Q – Are supply teachers allocated a senior mentor? 
A – Resources in English, Maths and Science were being prioritised right through the school 
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Q – (To KS) What was the spirit like in the Maths department? Did teachers know they had to 
‘step up their game’? 
A – Last year, the Maths results met national targets. However, staff were aware that they must 
not take their foot off the pedal. They knew what worked well now and the KS4 leader was good 
 
Q – Was the Director of the Maths Faculty ‘on it’? 
A – Yes. KS emphasised that, although English, Maths and Science were a priority, other subjects 
had brought down the overall scores and CHB acknowledged that this was a fair point 
 
Q – What was a ‘priority student’? 
A – This was a student who was not quite achieving their target / just below 
 
Q – Were there enough academic celebrations? 
A – Academic success was celebrated every Friday with awards at the end of each term  
 
Q – Were those students who had improved the most, recognised / celebrated? 
A – Not as much as we’d like. We need to do more and this was recognised, although it was 
improving. Student of the Week was about to be introduced, for example. CHB set a challenge 
for the school to do more to celebrate achievements. MT added that staff achievements were 
also being recognised. Staff who appreciated another, wrote a yellow ‘shout out’ card and these 
were shared in the Chapel every Wednesday. Additionally, MT wrote notes to staff every week, 
to those who had gone over and above the call of duty 
 
Q – Did parents know about the student achievements / celebrations? 
A – MT put these on Twitter plus letters were sent home 
 
Q - 34 teachers were on the Upper Pay Scale (UPS) and this affected staffing costs. 
A – CPD needed reviewing next year and MT added that they needed to agree what their 
tolerance levels were. Should focussed support be considered for those graded 2? This included 
the wider professional area, not just academic 
 
Q – Hurst have been sending Science NQTs to SRWA for a six-month term. Could this be 
something to try and get involved in? 
A – TLA were already receiving trainees from the universities of Brighton, Sussex and Chichester, 
with the hope of retaining them 
 
Q – Should there be more outstanding teaching from those on the UPS? 
A – Yes. Further work was needed with middle leaders. CHB emphasised that this needed to be 
challenged and improved upon. MT noted that they were dealing with a broad range of people 
 
Q – Who carries out evaluations on the SLT? 
A – The DoFs 
 
Q – Did this cause an integrity issue? 
A – No. Staff were taught to challenge decisions at ANY level and members of the SLT welcomed 
feedback 
 
Q – Were there still retention issues? 
A – This had improved in the last couple of years as there was more dialogue and transparency 
 
Q – Were the same groups of students being taught by the same teachers? 
A – This was currently being reviewed in KS4 and Year 9 would be looked at next, as they moved 
into mixed ability classes 
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Q – What was the timescale for a more optimistic position? 
A – There was an issue with teachers leaving and being replaced by poorer supply teachers. CHB 
set the challenge to see less amber and more blue by the July meeting 
 
Q – Can we decrease the number of UQTs and NQTs? 
A – This would cause budget issues. But MT acknowledged that senior leaders were teaching 
more now so had less time to mentor 
 

7 Classroom Consistency & Outcomes Improvement 
CHB had included this item due to concerns over attainment. However, KR reported that a data 
drop had occurred the previous week and the SLT were not due to analyse this until after Easter. 
Therefore, this item was deferred to the next S & S committee meeting, for discussion. CHB and 
VR requested to see the data to enable them to share qualitative comments with the Council.  
 
BG left the meeting at this point (6.20pm). 
 

 
 
 
CHB / 
VR 

8 WAT School Improvement Visits 
The last visit had taken place on 12th February. However, the report could not yet be shared with 
Councillors as MT had not been happy with the original report and had sent a lengthy response 
to WAT regarding this. MT explained that the visits were not working and did not inform him of 
what school improvement should look like. He had shared his thoughts with Maria Roberts and 
Paul Kennedy and was due to meet with them, with KR and BG, on 24th April. CHB and VR offered 
to attend. 
 
CHB agreed that the visits did not appear to focus on improvements in the key areas, particularly 
those identified in the AIP and were more like mini inspections. KR added that the last visit had 
caused damage to staff with the negative impact and no positives. The well-being of staff had to 
be taken into account. CHB added that the report itself did not focus on school improvement, for 
example, it contained half a page on student voice. Sections of the report seemed to be copied 
and pasted from information provided by the school.  
 
KS felt that the SIP was not on board with the school and no positive comments were made. BJ 
and CW had both been in attendance at the feedback meeting and BJ agreed that they were not 
working with us; she considered, what was the logic to their questions? MT expected an 
interrogation of the AIP and that was not even mentioned. 
 
The next visit was due on 9th May and BJ asked to be involved, for consistency. 
 

 

9 Finance & General Purposes Committee Highlights 
Copies of the F & GP Committee meeting minutes from 11th March had been previously 
distributed along with the January accounts. MK drew Councillors attention to the following: 
 

 The deficit in the current budget had reduced from £70k to £21k. This may be closer to 
a balanced budget by year end, which was very positive 

 Clarity had been given for the budget setting dates for 19/20 

 A benchmarking report had been shared and discussed and this was a very useful tool 

 Pay accounted for 83% of the budget, which was above what it should be. MT explained 
that £160k had been spent on supply / cover 

 10 KPIs would be brought to the next meeting 

 The meeting had been a tough one, but positive. We were beginning to see signs of 
momentum 

 A new payroll system had been deferred for, at least, a year 

 MK confirmed that TLA reserves were now WAT reserves 
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Q – If something was budgeted for, did staff then have a right to purchase the said items? 
A – KR acknowledged that systems / processes had not always been in place and items had not 
always been signed off 
 
Q – How often did internal audit controls take place? 
A – MT believed that this was once a year 
 
Q – Did pre-incursion (of expenditure) control need implementing? 
A – Training on budget areas was required 
 
Q – Did Marc Eames, Business Manager, not need to attend full Council meetings, as his 
predecessor had? 
A – ME attended the F & GP committee meetings where MK and KP challenged him in all relevant 
areas 
 
CHB requested that everything possible was done to break even this year. MT responded that 
they were cutting out everything they possibly could and all contingencies had been cut to 
produce a balanced budget for 19/20.  
 

10 Standards & Safeguarding Committee Highlights 
Copies of the S & S Committee meeting minutes from 18th March had been previously distributed 
along with a Reading Intervention Report. VR praised the Head Boy and Girl, who had attended 
the meeting and came across as very confident and had implemented several changes. CHB felt 
that it would good to invite them to the next full meeting and all agreed. CHB to invite them, 
through Julie Baker. 
 
Good progress was being made in reading but there still some issues. MT explained that there 
were some pupils joining in Year 7 who could not read. The quality of information provided by 
the primary schools was sparse. CW concurred, stating that some of the pupils had a reading age 
of a 5-year-old. But the interventions had made a significant difference. 
 
VR left the meeting at this point (7pm). 
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Community & Marketing Committee Highlights 
The committee had not met this half term and HP was absent.  
 

 
 
 

12 Council Objectives for 2018/2019 & Strategy Discussion 
As previously mentioned, CHB would circulate these as soon as possible and he would start 
work soon on next year’s objectives. 
 

 

13 Policies to Ratify 
Two policies had been submitted for approval; Admissions and Lettings. Both were ratified by 
the Council.   
 

 

14 WAT Draft Scheme of Delegations 
Councillors had received copies of the Scheme of Delegation and Financial Scheme of 
Delegation. The committee chairs had made comments on these, which CHB would raise at his 
Chair’s meeting later in the week. 
 

 

15 Residential Visits 
VR had approved two visits in principle, to Bushcraft Camp and Holland, as they had been 
received after the S & S meeting. They were formally ratified by the Council. 
 

 

16 Any Other Business 
KP was due to attend a breakfast meeting for Trustees, in Chichester, in May.  
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17 Date of Next Meeting 
The Council would meet again on Thursday 16th May 2019 @ 5pm.  
 

 
 

18 Meeting End Time 
The meeting closed at 7.10pm. 
 

 

19 Summary of Action Points 
 

 5 – CHB to circulate Council Objectives 

 5 – CHB to draft Strategic Plan, for discussion in May (agenda item)  

 7 – CHB and VR to review latest data drop, to report back to Council 

 10 – CHB to invite Head Boy & Girl to next meeting 
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